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Urban air quality management

Commercial and
passenger vehicles

Independent assurance

Rail technical consulting

World beating portfolio of independent
assurance tailored to the rail industry
and scalable to multiple sectors

Signalling, rolling stock, train control, intelligent
rail systems, operation efficiency improvements
and training

Vehicle emissions systems innovation
and implementation, urban air quality
monitoring, expert advice and solutions

Public transport system
and city planning
Strategic planning for cost effective,
clean, efficient and future proof cities
and urban transport networks

Full turn-key styling, engineering
and low volume manufacture

Vehicle connectivity
Development and implementation
of V2X systems, including
independent and partnered R&D,
and network security

Autonomous vehicle
engineering
Full development of drive and
control systems from concept
definition to vehicle build and
testing, including independent
and partnered R&D

Motorcycles and scooters
with IC and EV
Full turn-key styling, engineering
and low volume manufacture

Urban mobility
Ricardo provides integrated technology driven urban mobility solutions
from within one multi-discipline global and dynamic organization
Advanced product development
Strategic, environmental and energy consulting

E-bikes

Power distribution

Full turn-key styling,
engineering and low
volume manufacture

Power distribution systems
including charging points and
battery swap systems

Agent based modelling

Niche manufacture

Electronics & software

Strategic consulting

‘Ricardo Agent Drive’ provides real-world
analysis of complex system behaviours.
It reduces costs, risk and time to market,
for both upfront multi-agent system
development and analysis

Custom and warrantied low volume
manufacture of components such
as battery packs and powertrain
units, to complete vehicles

High integrity control electronics
and software systems for high asset
value and safety critical systems

Market analysis and product planning
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Introduction to urban mobility
Urban population set to rise to 4.7 billion by 2030 –
an increase of 34% since 2010
Urban population growth, congestion and pollution
pose significant challenges across the globe. Adding
these factors to the ever increasing demand for fast, costeffective and connected urban transportation, it is clear
to see why integrated technology driven ‘urban mobility’
solutions have never been more important.
Ricardo shares a vision of a future with sustainable urban
mobility as a multi-modal transport system to move
people and goods, integrated with a comprehensive
data infrastructure and decentralised clean sources of
energy. People will make real-time travel decisions,
and transportation will be optimized in real time
using information related to user demand and
energy availability.
Ricardo provides integrated technology driven urban
mobility solutions from within one multi-discipline
global and dynamic organization.

Sustainable solutions for transportation, energy,
scarce resources and waste
Our technical and strategic consultancy business
supports the many sectors that come together to
provide future integrated urban mobility solutions:
• Multi-modal transportation
e-Bikes, Motorcycles, Passenger Cars, Commercial
Vehicles and Rail
• Energy and environmental
Urban Air Quality Management, Climate Change,
Waste Management, Sustainable Transport, Clean
Energy and Power Generation
With a century of delivering excellence through
technology across multiple sectors, we are an entrusted
global partner to identify and deliver holistic urban
mobility solutions, merging the traditional ‘physical
vehicle world’ with the ‘digital IT world’. Our client list
includes the world’s major transportation manufacturers,
supply chain organizations, energy companies, financial
institutions and governments.
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Ricardo global footprint

Urban mobility global need

Contact us

Independent research has identified that over 30 cities around the world have
a high degree of readiness for the next generation of urban mobility solutions.
Major investments are being made today to develop our future urban
mobility solutions.
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